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Introduction
The High Desert Food & Farm Alliance (HDFFA) compiled this guide to provide Central
Oregon farmers post harvest handling information and best-practices.
We have compiled information gathered from the Wholesale Success: A Guide to Food
Safety by FamilyFarmed and created our own easy-to-read fact sheets for crops identified
by farmers and our collaborators as high volume crops grown well in our region. More
detailed information on these crops can be found in Wholesale Success.
We recognize that a lot of time goes into planning, planting, nurturing, and finally harvesting
the fruits of farmer’s labor. Our goal is to support farmers to get their product to market in
the shape and form that meets consumer and industry standards. The practices highlighted
in this document can help to ensure that the crops farmers worked so hard to grow on
all-season maintain their freshness, quality, and are up to wholesale standards.
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General Tips
Harvesting
Harvest as early in the day as possible to avoid field heat. You can even harvest at night
under lights to take advantage of cooler temperatures. Avoid direct sun exposure to your
harvested product, moving it into the shade as soon as possible. Taking steps to lower your
produce’s internal temperature from the beginning will help with shelf-life.
Minimize dirt on produce while harvesting. If possible, harvest when it isn’t muddy and keep
tools clean. Do as much counting, trimming, and bunching as you can in the field (for
applicable crops) for more efficiency.

Humidity
Freshness = water. Water loss plays a major role in the deterioration of your product,
affecting its quality and marketability. Airflow is necessary to remove respiration heat, but
the rate of movement must be kept as low as possible. Well designed packaging materials
and stacking patterns for crates and boxes can contribute to controlled airflow.

Cleaning
Dirt particles can accelerate spoilage which is why it’s crucial not to save on the washing
stage. Products that aren’t totally clean may frustrate customers whose employees have to
spend more labor hours such as scrubbing potatoes or topping carrots. Avoid issues by
making sure your product is as free of dust, soil, and debris. Additionally, the use of sanitizer
when applicable (like chlorine, chlorine dioxide, peracetic acid, hydrogen peroxide, etc.) is
important to prevent pathogens from one product to another and reducing the risk for
foodborne illnesses.

Respiration
Different crops respire at different rates after harvest, correlating with the shelf life of the
product. Respiration rates can be slowed at lower temperatures, while higher temperatures
increase respiration rates. Fruits and veggies with a higher respiration rate are particularly
important to store at its lowest safe temperature.
High Desert Food & Farm Alliance © 2018
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Cooling
For every 18°F increase in internal product temp., there is a 2-3 times increased rate of
deterioration. Getting your produce down to storage temperature as soon as possible is one
of the most important things you can do to increase the shelf-life of your crops and making
sure it is up to your buyer’s standards.

Cooling Methods
Room Cooling: Utilizes the ambient temperature of refrigerated storage. This is good for low
respiration crops like potatoes, winter squash, onions but not adequate for medium to high
respiration crops.
Hydrocooling/Water tank bath: This is one of the most efficient cooling methods. Cooling via
water can be almost 15 times faster than simply room cooling. For crops that can be
hydrocooled, this is the recommended method since a product that is cooled faster will keep
longer. This method also retains moisture better.
Ice cooling: Ice cooling is a great method to use to bring high respiration crops that can
withstand ice contact down to storage temperature quickly. There are different ways to do
this, such as putting ice on top of produce, or pouring a water-ice slurry in between
packages. Ice machines can be pricey at first, but they are a great investment and are
useful markets when refrigeration is not possible.
Forced-Air Cooling
Room cooling works especially with fans to direct air movement through produce and
therefore cooling it faster.
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Increase Efficiency and Safety in your Washing Shed
with these 10 Tips!
1. Get better light into your pack facility. Experts recommend that you be working with at least 70 Lumens
per sq ft for washing and sorting produce. Install skylights or better florescent or LED lighting (which is
significantly coming down in cost). An average 4 light is between 2700-4000 lumens. Any lights should
be enclosed with a plastic shield to protect bulbs in case the glass were to shatter.
2. Think about using a sanitizer, not bleach. It is recommended to have a sanitizer in your greens wash
water. There are a lot of different organic options out there including Sanidate, Tsunami and more. They
are much safer than using bleach and more effective. You can buy a device called a “goat throat” to
easily meter the product out of the jug.
3. Make your wash area just for washing. Declutter. You shouldn’t be storing tools, seeds, equipment, or
your grandma’s lawn furniture in there. First off, it’s a food safety issue as well as a personal safety and
workflow issue.
4. Map your product flow. Spend a day in there just watching your team work and making “spaghetti
diagrams.” Google it, it’s a thing! Then spend a couple hours rearranging it for best flow. You want to
avoid bottlenecks, pinch points and dead ends in the wash line. Typically, work should flow from left to
right.
5. Cement your floor. It’s amazing how this can increase your efficiency. It’s easier to clean and sanitize
and increases efficiency as you can now move product around on wheels. Buy some anti-fatigue mats as
standing on concrete for long periods of time is tiring. Your floors should slope towards a central drain.
6. Install better drains. Getting good flow of water away from your pack area is very important. You do not
want standing areas of water after you are done for the day. Your goal is for the area to be completely
dried out between washing times. This helps reduce bacterial contamination and increases safety.
7. Use wheels! U-boats, handtrucks, pallet jacks, skate wheel tracks, all will drastically increase your
efficiency in the area. Being able to load up a U-boat with product, wheel it into the cooler to pre-chill
while you process other products will increase shelf life and save you money.
8. Increase your water flow and pressure. Having adequate, clean water for your facility is a must.
Increasing your water system to full flow valves and upping your water pressure to 60-70 PSI can speed
up your processing time and make your veggies shine!
9. Invest in standardizing your harvest and delivery containers. If all your harvest bins are the same size it
allows you to standardize harvest counts much better; this reduces waste and speeds up production.
10. Increase your shelf life by investing in equipment to dry your greens better. A frequent problem we see
is undersized or poor greens drying equipment which slows you down and degrades your product. Spend
the money and upgrade to a system that will dry your greens faster, get them dryer, and increase your
shelf life.
11. Bonus! Install a great sound system. You will be amazed at how fast the hours go when you are listening
to some great tunes.
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WHOLESALE SUCCESS

Section 11: Crop Profiles

I Cabbage
STORAGE
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Temperature: 32° F (0° C)
Humidity: 98-100%
Respiration: 2-3 ml/kg hr at 32° F (0° C)
Atmosphere composition: 4-5% CO2, 2-3% 02
Ethylene producer: Low. Sensitive to ethylene exposure
Damage potential: Low
Shelf life: 1-6 months

PESTS/DISEASES
Gray mold fungus: A major cause of postharvest decay.
• Use less susceptible cultivars.
• Use preharvest fungicides.
• Practice strict hygiene.
• Avoid mechanical or frost damage.
• Perform rapid cooling to 32° F (0° C).
• Maintain a controlled atmosphere.
Alternaria rot (dark, black or gray leaf spot): Infects a wide range of cruciferous crops.
• Use preharvest fungicides.
• Destroy diseased material before storage.
• Perform rapid cooling to 32° F (0° C).
• Cabbage loopers, cabbageworms, and diamondback moth caterpillars can be controlled with the bacterium
Bacillus Thuringiensis (BT) a microbial insecticide that can be very effective in controlling young larvae.
Formulations are available for organic producers.
• Boron deficient soils can cause water-soaked, brown heads - the pith may be hollow with a dark lining.
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References
Slama, Jim, and Atina Diffley. Wholesale Success: a Farmer’s Guide to Food Safety, Selling,
Postharvest Handling and Packing Produce. Fourth ed., Family Farmed.org., 2013.
Order your copy here: http://www.familyfarmed.org/publications/wholesalesuccess/
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http://www.svplants.com/blog/en/advice-harvest-and-post-harvest-handling-leeks
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Resources
GENERAL POST-HARVEST HANDLING RESOURCES
Wholesale Success - Comprehensive guide on post-harvest best practices
http://www.familyfarmed.org/publications/wholesalesuccess/
Post-harvest handling decision tool - Post-harvest equipment, packing facility and handling
procedures
http://lib.dr.iastate.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1042&context=leopold_pubspapers
Post-harvest food safety and sanitation- Resources on increasing shelf life, safety, & quality of
produce
http://www.caff.org/programs/foodsafety/postharvest/
USDA Commercial Storage- In-depth info on storing best practices & efficiencies
https://www.ars.usda.gov/ARSUserFiles/oc/np/CommercialStorage/CommercialStorage.pdf

CROP SPECIFIC INFO
Wholesale Success - Detailed crop specific info on quality, grades, post-harvest, and packaging
http://www.familyfarmed.org/publications/wholesalesuccess/
UC Davis Post-harvest Crop Fact Sheets - Fact sheets on maturity, quality, diseases, storage &
ethylene
http://postharvest.ucdavis.edu/Commodity_Resources/Fact_Sheets/
Roxbury Farm Harvest Manual - Harvest, cleaning, & packing procedures/efficiencies by crop
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/57d83024725e250ead2912b5/t/581cbdc3f5e2313c7cbbfa5e/
1478278606562/Harvest+Manual+2012+website+version.pdf
USDA Grades and Standards - USDA defined grades of produce
https://www.ams.usda.gov/grades-standards/vegetables
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POST-HARVEST STATION DESIGNS & EFFICIENCIES
Washing Shed Systems & Specifications - Detailed info on how to set up efficient washing
systems and what you’ll need:
https://dryyourgreens.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/Hansenwashandpackreport.pdf
Washing Station Design- How to build and layout your own.
http://www.leopold.iastate.edu/cool_tools/wash_stations1
Efficient wash line for salad greens:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=10hgeQWCtkw
How to make a bubbler for greens:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CoF70EBTBwU
How to convert a washing machine into a high efficiency salad spinner:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gAAEXXTxGao
How to make a barrel washer for roots:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h_Yl4DIBmqQ&t=34s
How to make a screen washing table:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aMr-0e6orKg
How to make a walk-in cooler on a budget
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1DYrLOXUFqs&t=399shttps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1DYr
LOXUFqs&t=399s
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QUALITY CONTROL:
Keepers: Fresh, uniformly sized, green leaves with strong aroma and flavor
Cullers: Yellowing, insect damaged, wilted or dark frost damaged leaves
HARVEST

 Harvest when clean and dry so that washing is not
needed.
 Harvest regularly to inhibit flowering. Be gentle.
 Harvest as close to shipping time as possible to
prevent aroma loss.
 Bunches should be 2-8 oz. depending on buyer.

CLEANING

 Basil is generally not washed but it can be if
necessary.
 Use water no more than 10° cooler than basil to
avoid chilling injury.

Farmer Notes:

COOLING



Do not cool any lower than 54 °F.
Never ice.

STORAGE

 Temperature: 54 °F is the lowest safe temp.
 Shelf life: 1 week
 Damage potential: Sensitive to water to
loss and chilling injury.

QUALITY CONTROL:
Keepers: Firm, smooth, and clean with trimmed rootlets. Intense color w/ minimum zoning (white rings in root)
Cullers: Soft, cracked, damaged, tough or light in color from maturing in heat, or < 1 1/2 “ long
HARVEST

COOLING







Top and tail in the field, leaving 1/2" of root.
Discard yellow leaves.
Bunch beets in the field with 3-5 beets at 1-1.5 lbs.

Bunched: Cool immediately (highly perishable). After
spray cleaning, dunk in clean water bath with
sanitizer or top-ice.
 Topped: Room cool.

CLEANING

STORAGE






Bunched: Spray on screen table, pressure wash
roots only. Can be packed damp.
 Topped: Wash as above on screen table or harvest
tote, or root washer.

Farmer Notes:

Temperature: 32-36° F
Shelf life: 10-14 days for bunched beets, 4-10
months for topped beets with refrigeration &
airflow
 Damage potential: sensitive to warm
temperatures and moisture loss

QUALITY CONTROL:
Keepers: Fresh, tender, clean, well trimmed, brightly colored
Cullers: Discolored, tough, or damaged due to insects, freezing, disease, etc.
HARVEST

COOLING








Harvest early in the day, when wet if possible.
Bunch in field tightly, at least 4” up the stalk.
Bunches should be 1 lbs. each (5-8 leaves, up to
12 for lacinato kale).

Remove field heat as quickly as possible!
Top-ice and/or water bath cool with sanitizer after
washing

CLEANING

STORAGE








Tank wash with sanitizer.

Farmer Notes:

Temperature: 32 °F
Shelf life: 2 weeks, 3 weeks for kale
Damage potential: Sensitive to overheating
Store: large plastic bags to prevent greens
from drying out

QUALITY CONTROL:
Keepers: Crisp, firm, compact head
Cullers: Has loose leaves or is cracked open, discolored, withered or damaged from freezing, disease, or insects
HARVEST

COOLING









Harvest at any time of day. Can harvest wet.
Cut some open to check for internal problems
Pack in field (keep clean)
Cut stems to no more than 1/2”
Leave 1-2 wrapper leaves but remove any
damaged outer leaves

Room cool or forced air

CLEANING

STORAGE






Not recommended.

Farmer Notes:

Temperature: 32 °F
Shelf life: 1-6 months

QUALITY CONTROL:
Keepers: Firm, straight, hairless, 3+” long, green & clean tops. Topped should have no amount of green
Cullers: Split, hairy, or rotten, < 3” length, < 3/4” diameter, or green shoulders
HARVEST

COOLING








Loosen with fork before harvest.
Bunch in field - at least 4 carrots or 1 lbs./bunch.
Trim tops to < 20” length.
If topping carrots, leave no amount of green. This
will allow carrots to store much longer for
wholesale.

Bunched: Crushed ice or water bath cool with sanitizer
after washing.
 Topped: Room cool, crushed ice is optional.

CLEANING

STORAGE







Bunched: Wash with sprayer on screen table.
Pressure washer is for roots only.
 Topped: Wash as above or barrel wash.
 Can be packed damp.

Farmer Notes:

Temperature: 32-35 °F
Shelf life: 5-6 months
Store: in large plastic bags to avoid drying out

QUALITY CONTROL:
Keepers: Clean, white (or color typical of variety), firm cloves, and well cured
Cullers: Sun-scalded, sprouted, molded, decayed, has shattered or loose cloves
HARVEST

CURING & COOLING










Harvest when dry.
Loosen with a bed lifter or fork before harvesting.
Roots should be left intact only if dry or cut off
with field shears.

Cure in bundles of 10-12 heads.
Cure in warm ventilated environment for 10 days.
Can be hung to cure or laid on a screen.
Cooling not necessary. Never ice or use water.

CLEANING

STORAGE






After curing, remove outer 1-2 layers of skin.
Stem-end should be cut with at least 1”
remaining.

Farmer Notes:

Temperature:
68-86 °F for curing/short-term storage
30-32 °F for long-term storage
 Shelf life: 1-2 months for curing, 9+ months for
long-terms storage

QUALITY CONTROL:
Keepers: Green, smooth, young leaves, uniform stem length
Cullers: Tough or yellow leaves with bitter flavor or furry underside
HARVEST

 Harvest in morning during the coolest part of
the day. Harvest wet if possible.
 If bunching, do so in the field at 3/4 lb (4-6
plants)/bunch. Trim the bottoms to be uniform.
 Bunches & heads: If you are packing 24/box,
count 24 into each harvest tote to save time.

CLEANING

 Double tank wash in cool water with sanitizer.
 Use mesh bags to minimize handling.
 Spin dry loose greens, hang bunched arugula
and head lettuce upside down to prevent decay.
 Remove as much water from the surface of
greens as possible to increase shelf life.

Farmer Notes:

COOLING



Cooling and Cleaning Combined.
For salad greens, water should be no more than
10 °F colder than the greens - use multiple tanks to
“step down the temperature”.

STORAGE

Temperature: 32-36 °F
Shelf life: 7-10 days (head lettuce: up to 2 weeks )
Damage potential: Sensitive to overheating.
Store arugula as cold as possible without freezing.
 Store: in large plastic bags to prevent greens
from drying out.




QUALITY CONTROL:
Keepers: Firm, white shaft, longer than 3”, with bright green leaves
Cullers: Wilted, yellow, cracked, bruised, or overly large (sign that it could be old and tough)
HARVEST

COOLING



 Remove field heat immediately via ice and/or dunk in
clean water after washing.
 Refrigerate leeks at the lowest temperature
possible.

CLEANING

STORAGE

Harvest early in the day, when wet if possible. Lift
plants with fork.
 Trim tops, roots, and peel outer leaves in field if
possible, otherwise after cleaning.
 Place in containers that allow free circulation of air
inside. Do not overload .




Pressure spray to remove big clods.
Dunk in wash tank w/ sanitizer.

Farmer Notes:

Source: http://www.svplants.com/blog/en/advice-harvest-and-post-harvest-handling-

Temperature: 32 °F
Humidity: As close to 100% as possible essential to preventing wilting. Can wrap loosely in
large plastic bag to keep in moisture.
 Shelf life: 2-3 months under correct conditions
 Damage potential: Sensitive to moisture loss
and sunlight.



QUALITY CONTROL:
Keepers: Mature bulbs that are firm, compact
Cullers: Soft, decayed, insect damaged, sun-scalded, sprouted, bruised, bottlenecked, or translucent or green scales
HARVEST


Harvest when tops begin to dry and yellow
naturally

CLEANING

Dry brush roots free of mud clods before or after
storage.
 Trim roots and stems (to an inch or so) after
curing.


Farmer Notes:

CURING & COOLING

Field cure for 3-5 days if there's no rain, then finish
curing in warm ventilated area such as a
greenhouse or barn.
 Cool to 32 °F immediately after curing for long-term
storage.
 Never ice or use water.


STORAGE

Temperature:
68-86 °F for curing and short term storage
32 °F for long-term storage (> 1 month).
 Shelf life: 6-9 months


QUALITY CONTROL:
Keepers: Firm, well shaped, uniform, brightly colored, and clean
Cullers: Green, sprouting, split, damaged from freezing or disease, has residual dirt
HARVEST

CURING & COOLING





CLEANING

STORAGE








New potatoes have thin skins. May need to be
hand-dug and gently washed so as to not
damage skin.
 Harvest when dry.

Hand wash if skins are sensitive,
Brush wash or root barrel wash if skins are tough
enough .

Farmer Notes:

Long-term storage: cure for 1-2 weeks at 59-68 °F
with a relative humidity of 80-100%.
 After curing, temp should be lowered by 1-2 °F each
day until storage temp is reached.
 Never ice.

Temperature: 45-50 °F
Shelf life: 2-12 months
Damage potential: Chilling-sensitive, store
potatoes in the dark with good airflow.

QUALITY CONTROL:
Keepers: Firm, uniform, shiny, clean, correct maturity discussed with customer
Cullers: Soft, shriveled, decayed, overripe
HARVEST

COOLING







CLEANING

STORAGE





Harvest when dry, at least every other day.
Twist down tomato to remove stem or use
pruners to keep it on.
 Wear cotton gloves to wipe off dirt on tomatoes.
 Pack in field, stem side down. Handle with care.
 Single layer is ideal. Do not over pack.

No washing required. Just wipe clean.

Farmer Notes:

Forced-air is best, or room cool.
Never ice.

Temperature: 66-70 °F for ripening, 55.4 °F for
already ripe (anything colder will affect taste)
 Shelf life: Depends on maturity when picked.
 Damage potential: Sensitive to chilling and
bruising.

QUALITY CONTROL:
Keepers: Fully mature with hard rinds, brightly colored, solid external color (unless striped)
Cullers: Cracked, has rot or wet breakdown
HARVEST

CURING & COOLING







Harvest when dry.
Use clippers and leave a short stem.
Brush off majority of dirt in the field.

Can be sold immediately without curing. Cure longer
for storage.
 Cure for To cure, place in warm, dry, ventilated area
like a greenhouse. Bring up to 85-95° F for 8-10 days.
 No cooling required.

CLEANING

STORAGE







Can clean before or after storage.
Hand brush wash in a water tank w/ sanitizer.

Farmer Notes:

Temperature: 50-55 °F
Humidity: 50-70% - above this is prone to decay,
below is prone to dehydration
 Shelf life: 2-3 months
 Damage potential: Somewhat sensitive to
chilling

